Certified System Integrators
Specializing in Turnkey Solutions
of Collaborative Robots

ALLAXISROBOTICS.COM

Turnkey, Cobot, Machine Integrators
All Axis Robotics is dedicated to integrating turnkey, collaborative robots solutions into all standard machine shop or other manufacturing operations. Specifically our solutions are designed to maximize ROI
for every type of machine shop or manufacturing operation…especially those who classify themselves as
a high mix / low volume facility.

CNC Machine Tending, Sanding Deburring and Part Marking
The majority of our machine installations have been for CNC machine tending, part sanding and deburring, part marking, CMM Automation and brake press machine tending. Our installation experience includes the ability to automate both new and legacy equipment.

Robotic Hardware Support
Our installation service includes one of two types of different types of standardized robotic pedestals
or sleds. In addition, we will provide standardized part grippers to pick up and place the part both before and after machining. Should a custom end-effector be required due to the geometry of the part
or limitations on how the part can may be handled, we will design and build the custom gripper for
your application. We already have off-the-shelf solutions for robotic arm extenders and pneumatic
jaws and parts presentation trays.

Experienced Automation / Mechanical Implementation Team
Our robotic installation / design team consists of experienced machinists, manufacturing engineers and
automation engineers who will evaluate the best solution for your installation. Our robotic installations
have been field tested resulting in a robust deployment inside of machine shop or manufacturing
facilities.

Automated Burr/FOD and Defect Detection System
All Axis Robotics developed a unique Burr / FOD and defect detection inspection system (patent
pending) for those parts that need to be certified as free from burr’s, rolled edges and FOD. The system can automatically inspect both blind and thru holes and walls for defects eliminating manual visual
inspection methods. It can also inspect for and detect missing hardware and gasket defects. See
back cover for more details.
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We provide a turnkey CNC
Machine tending Services
(for either New or legacy
machines) which includes
the installation of a 6-Axis
machine tending cobot,
pedestal/riser, integration
of the robotic controller into
CNC machine (legacy or
new) pneumatic part vices,
parts tray and Integration
into IT network (Pat. Pend).

CNC Machine Tending Integration Service

We provide a turnkey CNC
Machine tending brake
press services (for new or
legacy machines) which
includes the installation of
a machine tending cobot,
pedestal/riser, integration
of the robotic controller
into CNC machine (legacy
or new) end effectors to
pick up from a parts tray
and IT network integration.

Robotic CNC Brake Press Machine Tending

We can provide either a
complete turnkey fiber laser
marking system or convert
any current part marking
system to a fully automated
robotic operation. The conversion comes complete
with 6-Axis cobot, pedestal
and workstation and network controller. Includes
properly designed end
effector and gripper

We provide a turnkey
sanding table complete
with 6-Axis cobot, rubberized mounting surface,
integrated clamping rails
and rubberized clamps for
quick part changes. Includes quick-release end
effector for changing to
different pneumatic
finishing tools.

Robotic Part Marking System

Robotic Sanding Systems
We provide a turnkey deburring workstation complete with 6-Axis cobot, end
-effector gripper design to
hold the parts and manipulate the part around
standard deburring finishing tools. System includes
a parts presentation tray
and integration into the IT
Network.

Robotic Deburring
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Other Integration Services
Robotic CMM Inspection Integration
We provide a turnkey system that automates the CMM
inspection process. This allows for 3-shift operations
customer requirements for 100% inspection requirements.

Custom Integration Services
There are many operations that are specific to making
many parts. Our staff engineers should be able to automate most operations. Contact our engineering department to discuss your specific automation requirements
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A wide range of turnkey
standard and customer
pedestals and integrated
risers for mounting cobots
in front of any machine or
operation for pick and
place or load and unload
operations. Optional casters easily allow the pedestal to be moved to other
locations as well as AntiRotation Floor Mounts.

Machine Tending 7th Axis Sleds
Fixed, Manual & Motorized

Standard “H” Pedestal with Riser
& Parts Tray
These anti-rotation/skid
mounts (patent pending) prevents a cobot that is mounted
to either a work-station or
sled/pedestal keeps it from
moving during operations or
inadvertent bumping. They
lock the system in x-y-z axis.
No concrete drilling is
required. May be unlocked to
move or replace the existing
pedestal or riser or workstation.

Anti-Rotation / Skid Floor Mounts & Casters

Dual-gripper, carbon fiber
end effectors design to reduce overall system weight
allowing increased robotic
payloads. Standard and
Custom Designs along with
quick connect and disconnect features make for rapid and productive tool
changes.

Carbon Fiber Robotic
End Effectors
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A wide range of standard
and customer low profile
sleds and risers for cobots
to be mounted in front of
any machine or operation
for pick and place or load
and unload. Optional 7th
axis sled allows robot to
be temporarily moved to
access inside of machine
for maintenance. Fixed,
Manual and Motorized
sled options.

These 45° angled adaptor plate allows a cobot
to be mounted on a pedestal extending its reach
over what is possible
with horizontally mounted cobots. This systems also helps to reduce and eliminate
singularity errors.

Customized Robot Mounting Heads
Reach Extenders
This is a universal bridge
controller is situated between the primary machine
and the cobot. This allows
a permanent connection
between the machine and
our controller and a 1-wire
connection to the cobot to
improve portability. Also
connects to company IT
network for program downloads and status. Patent
Pending

Robotic Controllers
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Automated Burr/FOD and Defect Detection System

All Axis Robotics has developed a stand-alone product that is a unique defect detection inspection
system that can be programmed and trained to detect and map a wide variety of manufacturing
defects. Some of the defects that can be detected by the system are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Burrs/FOD
Rolled Edges
Missing Hardware
Material Defects (such as cracks)
Gasket Defects (Especially for Form-In-Place products)
Incomplete Helicoil Tang Removal (or those left behind in hole)

With a specialized camera and lighting system coupled to a 6-Axis collaborative robot, this inspection
system is un-restricted in its ability to inspect for defects in one setup. This real-time detection can
inspect high aspect ratio blind holes as well as thru holes and wall edges while immediately displaying
the defect detection results on a equipment monitor.
By eliminating manual visual inspection methods, this defect detection system increases reporting accuracy reliability as well as improving the health and safety of the inspection operator by greatly reducing or eliminating fatigue.
This product can be implemented as part of the final outgoing inspection for manufacturers or for incoming inspection for OEM’s. Video of this the system in action is available on our website.
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